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Abstract- Query optimizer is an important component in the architecture of relational database management system. This component is responsible for translating user submitted query into an efficient query execution program which can be executed against the database. The present query execution existing algorithm tries to find the best possible plan to execute a query with a minimum amount of time using mostly semi accurate statistical information (e.g. sizes of temporary relations, selectivity factors, and availability of resources). It is a static approach for generating optimal or close to optimal execution plan. Which in turn increases the execution cost of the query to reduce the execution cost of the query; I propose a new dynamic query optimization algorithm which is based on greedy dynamic programming algorithm uses randomized strategies and reduces the execution cost of the queries and system resources and also it works efficiently with distributed and centralized databases.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The query optimizer is the component of a database management system that attempts to determine the most efficient way to execute a query. The optimizer considers the possible query plans for a given input query, and attempts to determine which of those plans will be the most efficient. Cost-based query optimizers assign an estimated "cost" to each possible query plan, and choose the plan with the smallest cost. Costs are used to estimate the runtime cost of evaluating the query, in terms of the number of I/O operations required, the CPU requirements, and other factors determined from the data dictionary. The set of query plans examined is formed by examining the possible access paths (e.g. index scan, sequential scan) and join algorithms (e.g. sort-merge join, hash join, nested loop join). The search space can become quite large depending on the complexity of the SQL query.

Generally, the query optimizer cannot be accessed directly by users: once queries are submitted to the database server, and parsed by the parser, they are then passed to the query optimizer where optimization occurs. However, some database engines allow guiding the query optimizer with hints. Not every aspect of SQL execution can be optimally planned ahead of time. Oracle thus makes dynamic adjustments to its query-processing strategies based on the current database workload. The goal of dynamic optimizations is to achieve optimal performance even when each query may not be able to obtain the ideal amount of CPU or memory resources. Three steps are involved for query processing: decomposition, optimization and execution. The first step decomposes a relational query using logical schema into an algebraic query. During this step syntactic, semantic and authorization are done. The second step is responsible for generating an efficient execution plan for the given SQL query from the considered search space. The third step consists in implementing the efficient execution plan. Most of the DBMSs have used the static optimization approach which consists of generating an optimal (or close to the optimal) execution plan, then executing it until the termination. All the methods, using this approach, suppose that the values of the parameters used (e.g. sizes of temporary relations, selectivity factors, availability of resources) to generate the execution plan are always valid during its execution. However, this hypothesis is often unwarranted. Indeed, the values of these parameters can become invalid during the execution due to several causes.

1.1 Estimation errors: the estimation on the sizes of the temporary relations and the relational operator costs of an execution plan can be erroneous because of the absence, the obsolescence, and the inaccuracy of the statistics describing the data, or the errors on the hypotheses made by the cost model. For instance, the dependence or the independence between the attributes member of a selective clause (e.g. town=’Paris’ and country = ‘France’). These estimation errors are propagated in the rest of the execution plan. Moreover, showed that the propagation of these errors is exponential with the number of joins.

1.2 Unavailability of resources: at compile-time, the optimizer does not have any information about the
system state when the query will run, in particular, about the availability of resources to allocate (e.g. available memory, CPU load). Because of reasons quoted previously, the execution plans generated by a static optimizer can be sub-optimal. To correct this, some recent research suggests improving the accuracy of parameter values used during the choice of the execution plan. A first solution consists in improving the quality of the statistics on the data by using the previous executions. This solution was used by to improve the estimation accuracy of the operator selectivity factors and by to estimate the correlation between predicates.

2. STATIC QUERY OPTIMIZATION

Query optimization is a function of many relational database management systems in which multiple query plans for satisfying a query are examined and a good query plan is identified. This may or not be the absolute best strategy because there are many ways of doing plans. There is a trade-off between the amount of time spent figuring out the best plan and the amount running the plan. Different qualities of database management systems have different ways of balancing these two. Cost based query optimizers evaluate the resource footprint of various query plans and use this as the basis for plan selection.

Typically the resources which are costed are CPU path length, amount of disk buffer space, disk storage service time, and interconnect usage between units of parallelism. The set of query plans examined is formed by examining possible access paths (e.g., primary index access, secondary index access, full file scan) and various relational table join techniques (e.g., merge join, hash join, product join). The search space can become quite large depending on the complexity of the SQL query. There are two types of optimization. These consist of logical optimization which generates a sequence of relational algebra to solve the query. In addition there is physical optimization which is used to determine the means of carrying out each operation.

A query plan (or query execution plan) is an ordered set of steps used to access or modify information in a SQL relational database management system. This is a specific case of the relational model concept of access plans.

Since SQL is declarative, there are typically a large number of alternative ways to execute a given query, with widely varying performance. When a query is submitted to the database, the query optimizer evaluates some of the different, correct possible plans for executing the query and returns what it considers the best alternative. Because query optimizers are imperfect, database users and administrators sometimes need to manually examine and tune the plans produced by the optimizer to get better performance.

Consider each possible plan in turn. Run it & measure performance. The one that was fastest is the keeper.

2.1 Search techniques

In relational database systems each query execution plan can be represented by a processing tree where the leaf nodes are the base relations and the internal nodes represent operations. A search space can be restricted according to the nature of the execution plans and the applied search strategy. The nature of execution plans is determined according to two criteria: the shape of the tree structures (i.e. left-deep tree, right-deep tree and bushy tree) and the consideration of plans with Cartesian products. The queries with a large number of join predicates make the difficulty to manage associated search space which becomes too large. Space. This choice is due to the fact that this valid space represents a significant portion of the search space, which is the optimal solution. However, this assertion was never validated. Others think that these methods decrease the chances to obtain optimal solutions.

2.1 Search Domain size

The importance of the query shape and of the nature of the execution plans is due to their incidence on the size of the search space. If we have N relations in a multi-join query, the question is to know how many execution plans being able to be built, taking into account the nature of the search space. The size of this space also varies according to the shape of the query.

2.2 Cost estimation

It is one of the hardest problems in query optimization is to accurately estimate the costs of alternative query plans. Optimizers cost query plans using a mathematical model of query execution costs that relies heavily on estimates of the cardinality, or number of tuples, flowing through each edge in a query plan. Cardinality estimation in turn depends on estimates of the selection factor of predicates in the query. Traditionally, database systems estimate selectivity’s through fairly detailed statistics on the distribution of values in each column, such as histograms. This technique works well for estimation of selectivities of individual predicates. However many queries have conjunctions of predicates such as select count(*) from R where R.make='Honda' and R.model='Accord'. Query predicates are often highly correlated (for example, model='Accord' implies make='Honda'), and it is very hard to estimate the selectivity of the conjunct in general. Poor cardinality estimates and uncaught correlation are one of the main reasons why
query optimizers pick poor query plans. This is one reason why a database administrator should regularly update the database statistics, especially after major data loads/unloads.

2.3 Query planning for nested SQL queries
A SQL query to a modern relational DBMS does more than just selections and joins. In particular, SQL queries often nest several layers of SPJ blocks (Select-Project-Join), by means of group by, exists, and not exists operators. In some cases such nested SQL queries can be flattened into a select-project-join query, but not always. Query plans for nested SQL queries can also be chosen using the same dynamic programming algorithm as used for join ordering, but this can lead to an enormous escalation in query optimization time. So some database management systems use an alternative rule-based approach that uses a query graph model.

2.4 Query execution
Once the execution plan is generated, the action switches to the storage engine, where the query is actually executed, according to the plan. We will not go into detail here, except to note that the carefully generated execution may be subject to change during the actual execution process. For example, this might happen if:

- A determination is made that the plan exceeds the threshold for a parallel execution (an execution that takes advantage of multiple processors on the machine – more on parallel execution in the book).
- The statistics used to generate the plan were out of date, or have changed since the original execution plan was created by the optimizer.
- The results of the query are returned to you after the relational engine changes the format to match that requested in your T-SQL statement, assuming it was a SELECT.

2.5 Estimated and Actual Execution Plans
As discussed previously, there are two distinct types of execution plan. First, there is the plan that represents the output from the optimizer. This is known as an Estimated execution plan. The operators, or steps, within the plan will be labeled as logical, because they're representative of the optimizer's view of the plan.

Next is the plan that represents the output from the actual query execution. This type of plan is known, funnily enough, as the Actual execution plan. It shows what actually happened when the query executed.

2.6 Execution Plan Reuse
It is expensive for the Server to generate execution plans so SQL Server will keep and reuse plans wherever possible. As they are created, plans are stored in a section of memory called the plan cache.

When a query is submitted to the server, an estimated execution plan is created by the optimizer. Once that plan is created, and before it gets passed to the storage engine, the optimizer compares this estimated plan to actual execution plans that already exist in the plan cache. If an actual plan is found that matches the estimated one, then the optimizer will reuse the existing plan, since it's already been used before by the query engine. This reuse avoids the overhead of creating actual execution plans for large and complex queries or even simple plans for small queries called thousands of times in a minute.

Each plan is stored once, unless the cost of the plan lets the optimizer know that a parallel execution might result in better performance. If the optimizer sees parallelism as an option, then a second plan is created and stored with a different set of operations to support parallelism. In this instance, one query gets two plans.

Execution plans are not kept in memory forever. They are slowly aged out of the system using an "age" formula that multiplies the estimated cost of the plan by the number of times it has been used (e.g. a plan with a cost of 10 that has been referenced 5 times has an "age" value of 50). The lazywriter process, an internal process that works to free all types of cache (including plan cache), periodically scans the objects in the cache and decreases this value by one each time.

If the following criteria are met, the plan is removed from memory:

- More memory is required by the system
- The "age" of the plan has reached zero
- The plan isn't currently being referenced by an existing connection Execution plans are not sacrosanct. Certain events and actions can cause a plan to be recompiled. It is important to remember this because recompiling execution plans can be a very expensive operation. The following actions can lead to recompilation of an execution plan:
  - Changing the structure or schema of a table referenced by the query
  - Changing an index used by the query
  - Dropping an index used by the query
  - Updating the statistics used by the query
  - Calling the function, sp_recompile
  - Subjecting the keys in tables referenced by the query to a large number of inserts or deletes
  - For tables with triggers, significant growth of the inserted or deleted tables
• Mixing DDL and DML within a single query, often called a deferred compile
• Changing the SET options within the execution of the query
• Changing the structure or schema of temporary tables used by the query
• Changes to dynamic views used by the query
• Changes to cursor options within the query
• Changes to a remote row set, like in a distributed partitioned view
• When using client side cursors, if the FOR BROWSE options are changed

3. DYNAMIC QUERY OPTIMIZATION

The main motivations to introduce ‘dynamicity’ into query optimization, in particular to reduce the query execution time or to speed up the query response time of the Database management system. We propose a new algorithm which will work efficiently with simple, nested, correlated queries. The algorithm will exhibit the dynamism in calculating query execution plan for the last inner nested query. Same technique is again applied for outer layer nested query. Simultaneously algorithm is generating the optimal query execution plan and executing the plan for each nested query. It works in bottom-up way by building more complex sub-plans from simpler sub-plans until the complete plan is constructed.

3.1. Example of simple conditional Query

```
SELECT {DISTINCT} <list of columns>
FROM <list of tables>
{WHERE <list of "Boolean Factors" (predicates)>}
{GROUP BY <list of columns>}
{HAVING <list of Boolean Factors>}
{ORDER BY <list of columns>};
```

The algorithm generates optimal query execution plan based on the following semantics:
1. Take Cartesian product (cross-product) of tables in FROM clause, projecting to
2. Only those columns that appear in other clauses
3. If there’s a WHERE clause, apply all filters in it
4. If there’s a GROUP BY clause, form groups on the result
5. If there’s a HAVING clause, filter groups with it
6. If there’s an ORDER BY clause, make sure output is in the right order
7. If there’s a DISTINCT modifier,
8. Remove dupes

3.2. Sample pseudo code

```java
5 for I = 2 to n do
6 for all S ∈ {R1, R2, ..., Rn} such that |S| = I do
7 optPlan (S) = f
8 for all O ∈ S do
9 optPlan (S) = optPlan (S) È joinPlans (optPlan (O), optPlan (S-O))
10 prunePlans (optPlan (S))
11 End for
12 End for
13 End for
14 finalizePlans (optPlan ({R1, R2, ..., Rn}))
15 prunePlans (optPlan ({R1, R2, ..., Rn}))
16 return optPlan ({R1, R2, ..., Rn})
```

Dynamic programming algorithm.

4. CONCLUSION

Most of the query optimizers of database management systems are using static approaches to generate optimal execution plan for executing queries against the databases. It increases the execution cost of the queries and also consumes more system resources like CPU & Memory. The proposed algorithm which is based on greedy dynamic programming algorithm uses randomized strategies and reduces the execution cost of the queries and system resources.
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